
MusicWorks Chamber Music Courses 

Terms & Conditions

1. If your audition is successful, or if you are an existing MusicWorks student and we have approved your application to at-
tend a further MusicWorks course, we will let  you know that you have been provisionally allocated a place on a  course.  
This provisional allocation is not  an offer of a  confirmed place.  Once we have evaluated all  candidates we will tell you 
whether we can offer you a confirmed place or a waiting list place.  If we offer you a confirmed place we will send you an 
invoice for a deposit towards the course fees.  You are only eligible  for a confirmed place on the course once we have re-
ceived your completed deposit payment. If while you are on our waiting list a confirmed place becomes available we will  let 
you know.

2. If you are awarded a confirmed place we will send you a second invoice for the balance of the course fees.  Please note 
that the fees must be paid in full by 1 May for the July course and by 1  June for the  August course, otherwise your confirmed 
place can be withdrawn at our discretion and in that case you will forfeit your deposit.

3. You agree that we can make or withhold offers of provisional, waiting list and confirmed places at our sole discretion and 
without  providing a reason. If we cannot offer you a confirmed place on a course then we will return to you in full any de-
posit or course fees which you have paid.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw the offer of a  place on a course without providing a reason if in our view it would be con-
trary to the interests of you, the course, or MusicWorks, for such place to be maintained.  In that case we will return to you in 
full any deposit or course fees which you have paid, but we would not be liable to you for any additional costs or expenses 
which you incur.

5. Exceptionally we may have to exclude a student from all or any part of a course if, in our view, the  student’s presence 
makes it difficult for a  course to function properly.  In those circumstances we will  consider whether to refund some or all  of 
the course fees which you have paid, but any refund is at our sole discretion and we are not liable to you for any additional 
costs or expenses which you incur.  Please be aware that if a  student is required to leave a course and return home the cost 
of such return will be for the account and responsibility of the student's parents or guardians.   

6. Exceptionally we may need to cancel or terminate a course for any reason, in which case we will inform you at the earliest 
opportunity.  A full  refund (for a cancellation) or a partial refund (for a course which is terminated early) of any deposit or fees 
which you have paid will  be provided, but we cannot  take responsibility for any other costs which you incur as a result  of the 
cancellation or termination.

7. If you withdraw from a course on which you have been allocated a confirmed place, you will  forfeit your deposit  and we 
shall be entitled in our sole discretion to retain any fees in excess of the deposit which you have paid

8. We will not  be responsible for loss or damage to your personal property. You should insure your own instruments and 
valuables before the course begins.

9. We reserve the right  to change advertised tutors/coaches and amend the programme of any course where it  is found to 
be unavoidable or in the best interests of the students.


